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new fund
launched

new
investments
made

new offices
opened in Algiers,
Jakarta and Kingston

70,000

1.13 mn

educational
lessons provided

medical interventions
staged

40

active portfolio
companies

36%

average increase of
portfolio company
revenues

33

countries with
active portfolio
companies

$745 mn

$175 mn

total revenues earned by
portfolio companies (USD)

taxes paid by portfolio
companies (USD)

16,600
jobs created/
maintained
(FT + PT)

45%

of jobs at portfolio
companies held
by women

7,270
supplier
organizations
engaged

A note from Co-CEOs
Bert van der Vaart and Agnes Dasewicz,
2019 marked 30 years of SEAF working to improve lives and communities through
entrepreneur-focused investment and development. SEAF continues to pursue sustainable
growth in underserved markets through locally present entrepreneurs who know their
communities and their needs best. We work to bring global practices and equity capital to
these entrepreneurs to help them achieve success in supplying the demand for products and
services in their local communities, in turn providing quality jobs for their employees, taxes for
local and national governments, and returns for the investors who have shared their journey.
This report shares part of this story.
2019 also marked our formal alignment with the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Despite the relatively recent development of these goals, SEAF’s core mission of providing
quality jobs in underserved markets has been embodied in SDG #8 – Decent Work and
Economic Growth – since our founding in 1989. We are pleased to be advancing our impact
program by adopting this call to action and sharing a snapshot of how our portfolio is working
to fulﬁll these urgent goals.
During 2019, our investments supported more than 16,000 full-time jobs and $175 million
in taxes paid across five continents. We expanded into new frontier markets across three
continents, opening oﬃces in Algiers, Jakarta, and Kingston, the latter following the close of the
SEAF Caribbean SME Fund, in which more than $40 million raised. In total, we completed 17
investments across seven countries on four continents and achieved four exits in 2019. Our
work developing entrepreneurs also expanded through the continued success of CEED, which
supported over 3,000 individuals and 350 member enterprises.
However, these numbers fail to fully capture SEAF’s eﬀorts to expand access to risk capital for
those entrepreneurs who need it most, or our sustained eﬀorts to amplify SEAF’s impact on
investees and their impact on their communities. We strive to share these stories in the case
studies and various testimonials from our entrepreneurs, their employees, customers, and
clients. We have provided a closer look at ﬁve of our portfolio companies working to tackle
challenges such as a lack of formal employment opportunities, financial exclusion, and
providing access to quality healthcare.
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In late 2019, SEAF’s commitment to impact was recognized by Impact Assets’ IA50 for
the seventh time, as well by the AVCJ, who awarded us the Responsible Investment
Award for outstanding environmental, social, and governance practices for our work with
Organica, a Vietnamese organic food producer and retailer. The year closed with new
opportunities on the horizon, including the awarding of a commitment from the US
International Development Finance Corporation (formerly OPIC) to provide growth capital to women-led and women-focused SMEs.
While COVID-19 has halted most investment activity, the pandemic’s devastating effects
have only strengthened SEAF’s sense of urgency and resolved to expand our efforts.
After all, it is the small and medium-sized businesses with which we work with that are
among the worst aﬀected. Now is the time to keep investing in entrepreneurs and
supporting businesses committed to positively impacting their communities.
With this in mind, we are humbled and excited to share our impact data from our 30th
year and reinvigorated to push forward for another 30.
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About SEAF
Our Mission: Improve Lives and Communities Through
Entrepreneur-Focused Investment
SEAF is an investment management group that provides growth capital and business
assistance to small and medium-sized enterprises in underserved markets. Through our
network of funds around the world, we invest in entrepreneurs to build successful businesses,
aiming to realize both attractive returns for our investors and a measurable social or environmental impact in local communities.
SEAF was founded in 1989 as the private equity investment subsidiary of the international
development organization CARE. In 1994, SEAF (originally referred to as “Small Enterprise
Assistance Funds”) evolved into an independent organization specializing in the sponsorship and
management of investment funds targeting growth-oriented, emerging enterprises located in
countries underserved by traditional sources of capital. We pursue both ﬁnancial returns and
impact through the investment of risk capital in entrepreneurs in countries where both equity
and debt options for SME ﬁnancing are lacking. In addition to providing this capital, we develop
active business partnerships to provide expertise and technical assistance, and work to connect
these entrepreneurs to our global network.
Over its three decades, SEAF has managed more than 40 Funds and 14 Centers for
Entrepreneurship and Executive Development (CEED) across 33 countries. We have made
more than 430 investments in entrepreneurs whose products and services improve people's lives
in a ﬁnancially, socially, and environmentally sustainable manner. The ﬁrm is headquartered in
Washington, DC, but the majority of the work managing investment funds and facilities takes
place in the field across more than 25 countries.
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SEAF TIMELINE 2019
January
SEAF Bangladesh Ventures makes a
follow-on investment into Devnet, a
Business Processing Outsourcing
(BPO) Company

SEAF Morocco Growth Fund makes
follow-on investment into eDukaty an
edtech company

February
SEAF is selected for Impact Assets 50,
an annual list published of leading
impact investors

March
SEAF Morocco Growth Fund invests in 3Dental,
an innovative dental coma;ny

May
SEAF Macedonia III Fund invests in Extra Funghi, an organic foods
company, and Eko Plast, a company engaged in the recycling of PET
waste plastic boottles

June
SEAF Morocco Growth Fund invests in
melleur Credit Immo, the country’s ﬁrst
free online ﬁnancial services broker

July
SEAF Women’s Opportunity Fund invests in BEAU,
a female-led artisanal bakery in Jakarta

August

SEAF Morocco Growth Fund invests in Mazma, a ﬁntech
payments company

September
SEAF KASI Ventures (Tanzania) makes second
investment into agricultural companies Victoria
Finance and Hill Animal Feeds

November
SEAF awarded the Asian Private Equity &
Venture Capital Responsible Investment
Award
SEAF Bangladesh Ventures makes
a follow-on investment into Digicon,
a BPO company

October

Launch of the SEAF Caribbean SME
Growth Fund in Kingston, Jamaica

December
SEAF Morocco Growth Fund invests in SOWIT, a
company providing A.I.-enabled support systems to
farmers in Africa
SEAF Colombia Agribusiness Fund invests in Kingo, a
company providing oﬀ-the-grid populations in Latin
America with clean solar energy
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Center for Entrepreneurship
and Executive Development
SEAF’s commitment to entrepreneurship in emerging markets goes beyond our investments and
portfolio companies. Through our work, we became intimately aware of the challenges faced by
entrepreneurs in the management of their businesses, particularly when experiencing rapid
growth. In addition to struggling to gain access to capital, they frequently lack the knowledge, tools
or networks to expand into new markets and succesfully scale their businesses.
In 2006, we established the Center for Entrepreneurship and Executive Development (CEED) to
address this challenge, and help foster vibrant entrepreneurial communities in different
geographies by supporting a larger number of enterprises and earlier-stage entrepreneurs.
CEED develops and connects entrepreneurs who want to grow as leaders, build their companies,
and give back, creating a community that leads to sustained impact. CEED brings invaluable
expertise and technical assistance critical for entrepreneurial growth. Entrepreneurs turn to CEED
for expert advice and support on topics ranging from establishing good governance practices
and transparency to talent acquisition and operations management.
To date, CEED has served over 60,000 entrepreneurs across 14 different centers, offering
peer-to-peer learning, industry events, training, and mentorship. This approach to establishing
an entrepreneurial peer network has proven successful. In 2019, CEED businesses experienced an
average of 7% year-over-year revenue growth and over one-third of members found a partner or
business connection through the network. As CEED entrepreneurs grow their businesses, they
create jobs and, in turn, accelerate economic prosperity on a local and regional scale.
CEED continues to establish more centers across the globe in its eﬀorts to build a truly global
community of entrepreneurs. Read CEED’s Impact Report here.
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357

Voices of CEED

CEED
Centers

member
enterprises

“At every CEED event, I am inspired by the
number of entrepreneurs in Slovenia who dare to
dream, who are open, courageous, and
innovative. This is why I support CEED activities as
a sponsor, lecturer, and mentor - helping
entrepreneurs on their journey.”
-Bostjan Bregar, co-founder
and CEO of 4th Office, Slovenia

48%

500+

of business are
women-led

networking events
hosted

2000+
business
connections
made

6

3,000
individuals supported in
the broader entrepreneurial
ecosystem

"CEED helped me develop a clearer vision for my
businesses. It allowed me to step back and review
my way of managing my businesses. It also
enabled me to gain a good and useful
professional network."
- Jihene Bouhadra, owner of El Ali
and Les Ateliers du Roi , Tunisia

SEAF & CEED Around the Globe
Slovenia
(Ljubljana)
Kosovo
(Prishtina)
N. Macedonia
(Skopje)

Serbia
(Belgrade)
N. Macedonia
(Skopje)
Bulgaria (Soﬁa)
Romania (Bucharest)
Georgia
Moldova (Chișinău)
(Tbilisi)
Estonia
(Tallinn)

Netherlands
(Amsterdam)
Tunisia
(Tunis)
United States
(Washington, DC)

Algeria
(Algiers)

China
(Chengdu)

Morocco
(Casablanca)

Thailand
(Bangkok)

Jamaica
(Kingston)

Bangladesh
(Dhaka)

Jordan
(Amman)

Colombia
(Bogota)

Tanzania
(Dar es Salaam)

Singapore
(Singapore)

Indonesia
(Jakarta)

SEAF Investment Countries

SEAF Oﬃces
CEED Centers

o Albania

o Georgia

o Serbia

o Algeria

o Guyana

o Sri Lanka

o Armenia

o India

o Tanzania

o Bangladesh

o Indonesia

o Uganda

o China

o Kenya

o Turkey

o Colombia

o N. Macedonia

o Estonia

o Morocco

Vietnam
(Ho Chi Minh City)
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Why SMEs?
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) — those businesses
that generally occupy the space between micro-enterprises
and large corporations — are vital to the health and stability
of any economy.1 They traditionally constitute the largest
portion of the employment base, hire the greatest
number of new employees, and provide the majority of a
country’s goods and services. SMEs are a key source of
on-the-job training, poverty reduction, and wealth creation.
The World Bank estimates that formal SMEs represent
approximately 90% of businesses and more than 50% of
employment worldwide.2 These businesses will only
increase in importance as the global population increases
the demand for employment. An estimated 600 million jobs
will be needed by 2030 to absorb the growing global
workforce.3 And yet, despite their importance, SMEs in
emerging markets frequently suffer from insufficient
access to financing, preventing these businesses from
expanding their production and limiting their potential social
and economic impact.
Entrepreneurs seeking ﬁnancing in these markets confront
the perception of local commercial banks that SMEs are too
“risky” for traditional loans. They are also considered too
large for the growing number of microﬁnance programs.
They frequently lack the collateral required by banks to
receive loans. This gap in financing leads to what is
increasingly referred to as “the missing middle.”
In SEAF’s experience, the availability of risk capital to this
“missing middle” substantially enhances the growth
potential of SMEs. This, in turn, increases employment,
generates tax revenues essential to a country’s economic
development, and has the potential to propel the
development of a middle class.

7 out of 10 jobs
generated in
emerging markets
are by SMEs

SMEs in emerging markets
cite a lack of access
to capital as the second
biggest obstacle to the
growth of their businesses

40%
of national income (GDP)
in emerging economies
is attributed to formal
SMEs

Source: Small and Medium Enterprises Finance,
The World Bank, https://www.worldbank.org/en/
topic/smefinance

1
The deﬁnitions of what constitutes an SME vary across industries, governments and ﬁnancial institutions. Using these conventional categories, the
companies that SEAF invests in generally employ between 20 and 250 people and have annual revenues of between USD 200,000 and 15 million; however,
these ranges diﬀer greatly for diﬀerent investment vehicles, industry sectors and countries. See Gibson and van der Vaart, “Deﬁning SMEs: A Less Imperfect
Way of Deﬁning Small and Medium Enterprises in Developing Countries (Brooking, September 2008)
2
Small and Medium Enterprises Finance, The World Bank, https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/smeﬁnance.
3
Ibid.
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SEAF portfolio company FACTS offers supply chain financing and technical
assistance to SMEs in East Africa, frequently providing the first external
financing many entrepreneurs are able to access.

In 2018, FACTS took a chance on our company that was not considered
bankable by traditional financial institutions. In Uganda, formal financial
institutions want companies that have everything in place, and so many
of the SMEs in this country don’t have that kind of structure. Typically, you
will find that we are locked out of the traditional financial system
- Daniel Joloba, founder of Ramboni Group, a family-owned
business that sells and processes grains and maize
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Creating Impact
SEAF’s investment experience in frontier and emerging markets has demonstrated that direct
investment of risk capital in SMEs, coupled with eﬀective business support, accelerates
sustainable economic development and poverty alleviation. Such investment catalyzes
entrepreneurship and multiplies socioeconomic growth in local communities and markets.
When these investments are made and nurtured sustainably, they produce profitable and
competitive enterprises, leading to significant returns for our investors and broader
socioeconomic impacts.
SMEs catalyze growth in the local economies in which they operate by providing market
linkages and increasing business for local suppliers, better-priced products for customers,
examples of best practices for competitors, and tax and philanthropic contributions for
communities. In addition to providing formal employment opportunities, which tend to lead to
more stable incomes, SMEs often provide skills training, health insurance, and other social
safety nets for their employees.
Employees: Improved wages and job security oﬀer employees an opportunity to plan
for and invest in themselves and their families’ futures.
Suppliers: Many SMEs tend to rely on local suppliers, and thus investing in SMEs leads
to increased demand for goods and services from these suppliers.
Customers: SMEs frequently oﬀer higher quality or more competitively priced products and services to their communities.
Governments: As formal businesses, SMEs contribute to tax revenues, allowing
governments to invest in infrastructure, education, and other services.
Complementary businesses: Growing SMEs bring new, improved products to market,
leading to a demand for related products from complementary businesses.
Competitors: SEAF’s portfolio companies are often pioneers in their local markets,
encouraging other entrepreneurs to enter the local market with directly competitive
products or services.
Financiers: If an SME can access the risk capital and business support necessary to
jumpstart its growth and development, that company becomes more attractive to
other potential lenders and investors.
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SEAF’S
Impact Alignment
Throughout its history, SEAF has engaged with an array of
policymakers, providing us with an intimate
understanding of the need for global frameworks and
industry standards to improve social, economic, and
environmental conditions. As members of the impact
investing community, we are committed to establishing
and supporting these emerging standards and adopting
best practices.

United Nation’s
Sustainable Development Goals
The 2030 Agenda compels us to look beyond
national boundaries and short-term interests and act
in solidarity for the long-term.

– Ban Ki-moon,
Former United Nations Secretary-General
The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) have emerged as the most widely accepted
criteria for investors interested in achieving impact. The
17 goals cover a wide range of social and environmental
goals, the attainment of which are recognized as ensuring
unambiguous developmental progress.
Achieving the SDGs was never meant to be easy. Success
will require collective eﬀort by players across a broad
spectrum, from both the private and public sectors. We believe that sustainable progress toward
meeting the SDGs requires working through local entrepreneurs in their communities.
Although the SDGs were developed only in 2015, SEAF has made investments over the course of
its 30 years addressing nearly every SDG. Since our founding, working toward the SDGs has been
embedded in our mission and the impact objectives of each of our funds. The bedrock principle
of SEAF’s work could be restated as “Decent Jobs and Economic Growth” – SDG #8 – which we
seek to achieve through investing in and developing entrepreneurs in underserved markets.
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Moreover, SEAF and CEED have mobilized and deployed public and private capital through
virtually all SEAF investments and CEED activities, aligning with the objective of SDG #17 –
Partnerships for the Goals.
In addition to SDGs #8 and #17, SEAF has made a significant number of investments
addressing the objectives of SDG #5 – Gender Equality, primarily through our development
and adoption of the SEAF Gender Equality Scorecard©, and SDG #10 – Reducing Inequalities.

SEAF’s SDG Alignment (2019)
#8 - Decent Work &
Economic Growth
#17 - Partnership for
the Goals
#5 - Gender Equality
#10 - Reduced
Inequalities
#9 - Industry, Innovation
& Infrastructure
#3 - Good Healthy
& Well-Being
#13 - Climate Action
#2 - Zero Hunger
#1 - No Poverty
#12 - Responsible
Consumption &
Production
#4 - Quality Education
#11- Sustainable
Cities & Communities
#15 - Life on Land
#7 - Affordable &
Clean Energy
#16 - Peace, Justice &
Strong Institutions

25%

50%

75%

100%

Portfolio Companies (40)
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Working in Alignment
with the SDGs in 2019

14

1

AKM Glitters, an integrated poultry business, distributes day old chicks, poultry feed, and professional skills
training primarily to women-owned businesses providing stable incomes to those in rural areas of Tanzania

2

New Hooghly Biscuits, a select supplier of the World Food Program serving rural areas and refugee camps in
Bangladesh, provided 2,116 metric tons of nutritious biscuits during 2019

3

The American Hospital, the ﬁrst private hospital in Albania, served 815,000 unique patients in 2019

4

Kyna oﬀered online classes to 65,019 students in Vietnam in 2019

5

SEAF has developed the Gender Equality Scorecard©, employing the scorecard across each of its Southeast
Asian portfolio companies

7

Kingo Energy provided decentralized solar energy services to more than 2,700,000 individuals in rural areas in
Guatemala and Colombia

8

Foodmart, a grocery store chain in Georgia, created 723 new jobs in 2019, increasing its employment by 44% to a
total of 2,373 employees

9

Mazma oﬀers multiple electronic ﬁnancial services to the unbanked population of Morocco, all within its single
platform at 90 local points of sales

10

During 2019, eDukaty has provided access to live virtual classes to more than 165 students in Morocco, including
many in rural areas that otherwise lack access to educational opportunities

11

Meilleurcrediimmo provided advisory services to 5,600 individuals in Morocco during 2019, providing consumers
long excluded from obtaining mortgage ﬁnance on reasonable terms with digitized services while allowing these
clients to compare rates across a number of banks, regardless of income or ability to pay

12

Eko-Plast, a plastic recycler and producer in Macedonia, avoided 1,100 tons of waste through its
operations in 2019

13

SOWIT, an agritech company that provides A.I.-enabled decision support systems to African farmers to improve
crop yields and eﬃciency, helping its clients collectively and sustainably manage more than 5,000 hectares

15

Organica, an organic food producer in Vietnam, purchased 32 tons of produce from 8 local organic farms
during 2019

16

Devnet, a company oﬀering e-governance solutions, is helping the Bangladesh government combat fraud and
corruption by digitizing millions of oﬃcial government documents

17

Mobilizing additional ﬁnancial resources for developing countries from multiple sources sits at the core of SEAF’s
mission

SEAF 2019 IMPACT REPORT

Operating Principles for
Impact Management
In 2019, SEAF proudly announced our agreement
to follow the Operating Principles for Impact
Management (“the Principles”).
Launched in April 2019 and developed by the IFC in
partnership with asset owners, managers, and
other impact players, the Principles provide a
much-needed guiding framework for impact
investors worldwide. The Principles represent an
industry-wide eﬀort to guarantee that impact is
part of the decision-making process at every stage
of the deal cycle. The framework brings
transparency, credibility, and discipline to the
entirety of the impact investment lifecycle, from
deal origination to exit.
Our adoption of the Principles
demonstrates our commitment to
continual improvement across our
impact work.4
As part of our commitment as a
signatory, we will publish an annual
disclosure statement on our website.
This will detail our impact measurement
and management practices and our
alignment with all nine principles, from
monitoring the progress of each
investment in achieving its anticipated
impact to independent veriﬁcation of our
overall impact program.

4
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SEAF became an oﬃcial signatory of the Operating Principles for Impact Management in February 2020.

SEAF’s Active Partnership
At the center of our approach to fund management is the recognition that each enterprise - in
addition to business capital - needs additional support to develop its managerial capacity,
market reach, and operational efficiency. We have integrated this support into the initial
investment process, through the life cycle of the investment, and frequently even thereafter.
With the experience gained from 30 years of impact investing, we have found that most
entrepreneurs concentrate on speciﬁc skills relevant to their business vertical, such as ﬁsh
farming or computer software integration. Frequently, they have not concentrated on building
their horizontal skills, such as ﬁnancial controls, human resources, and working capital
management.
We aid entrepreneurs in developing their vertical skills by focusing on the horizontal. We
communicate relevant performance benchmarks for their speciﬁc sector and arrange for
portfolio companies to attend and learn from expert visits and regional and international trade
shows. Through this education, we help entrepreneurs expand the scale of their businesses,
as well as develop trust and credibility, which is vital for their future growth.
As a true partner in the development of each portfolio company, we seek to provide hands-on
support at every stage of growth. The local fund managers in each SEAF field office are at the
core of our work, serving as our partners on the ground, working hand in hand with
portfolio companies to build their businesses. While the economic, business, and legal
contexts in which we operate can vary across funds and portfolios, the SEAF management team
always incorporates the diﬀerent types of technical assistance listed on the following page to
some degree.
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Financial
Management

Operational
Assistance

Corporate
Governance

Marketing
& Sales

SEAF

Human Resource
Management

Gender
Equality

Impact
& ESG

Exits

We have received unwavering support from SEAF since their
investment, helping to develop accounting and reporting
systems as well as monitoring and improving the compliance
issues which added value in our company. Additionally, SEAF has
worked to improve the gender diversity in our workplace by
helping to increase the number of female employees.
- Abdus Salam, General Manager of New Hooghly Biscuit Company, a SEAF
Bangladesh Ventures portfolio company that produces food products for
organizations such as the UN-sponsored World Food Program
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Examples of SEAF’s
Technical Assistance
Organica

A company that helps farmers transition to organic farming and sells their products via a
chain of organic food stores in Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi, and Danang

65% increase in the number of full-time employees in 2019, 70% of whom are
women
SEAF value add:

Worked with the company to formalize human resources management
Assisted in developing policies to create the safest workplace environment possible
Provided the company with a framework for
child protection to be applied internally, to help
increase awareness of child protection
principles and set up reporting lines where
there are concerns
Encouraged the company to improve their
suppliers’ and farmers’ knowledge of the safety
and various beneﬁts of sustainable agriculture
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JSC Foodmart

A grocery store chain based in Georgia operating under the SPAR brand that emphasizes
locally sourced produce, traditional products, and corporate social responsibility

723full-time employees added during 2019
SEAF value add:
Supported the company in obtaining a SPAR license for the Armenian market and
launching operations in Armenia
Engaged in fundraising for and managed acquisition of a warehouse and distribution
business, which served as an important vertical integration project to facilitate further
growth
Contributed to developing two alternative sub-franchise business models within
Georgia, the standard SPAR stores and more aﬀordable IOLI stores
Supported recruitment of top and middle management and investment analysis of new
projects
Improved maternity leave conditions
Supervised business functions, with a focus on ﬁnancial
management
Facilitated Foodmart’s merger with Foodservice, another
SEAF portfolio company

19
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The SEAF Gender
Equality Scorecard©
In 2018, SEAF published the Gender Equality
Scorecard© (GES©), a tool developed to assess
women’s economic empowerment and gender
equality within growth-orientated SMEs. We
believe that opportunities exist to build value in
SMEs by shaping gender equality and women’s
economic empowerment in company leadership,
business practices, workforce policies, and
compensation.
The GES© provides an overall rating score for a
company based on six gender equality
performance vectors: pay equity, women’s
workforce participation, gender diverse
leadership and governance, benefits and
professional development, safe and healthy
workplace environment, and women-powered
value chains. Each vector is scored on a 5-point
scale from 1 = ‘we need to talk’ to 5 = ‘role model.’
In conjunction with the scorecard, we published a manual in 2019 to equip users with clear guidance
on how to score each gender equality vector consistently, thereby reducing measurement error and
tracking progress. The GES© has been developed for companies, organizations, and funds to use
as a due diligence and gender lens investing toolkit, which applies consistent and comparable
gender scoring of SMEs for potential investment.
To date, the tool has been widely circulated across the impact investment and development ﬁnance
community and has been integrated or is being integrated into the investment processes of several
organizations.
The IFU has been piloting SEAF's GES© on four of our direct investments since
2019. The insights coming from the rating allow us to provide the necessary
interventions to our portfolio companies and to help our portfolios to become
more gender equitable workplaces.
- Birgitte Bang Nielsen, Sustainability Director, Investment
Funds for Developing Countries (IFU), a Danish DFI
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Although women have founded 61% of the micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises in Indonesia, this number is not reflected proportionally in the
amount of funding going towards women-led companies. This is one reason I
am excited to partner with SEAF – its commitment to bringing more
opportunities to women leaders to grow their businesses.
- Talita Setyadi, Founder and CEO of SEAF Women’s Opportunity
Fund portfolio company BEAU Bakery
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SEAF in the Media – 2019
See below for a selection of pieces that featured SEAF

Middle East & North Africa
Le Matin, “Le fonds SEAF Morocco Growth dans le capital d’eDukaty”
https://lematin.ma/journal/2019/fonds-seaf-morocco-growth-capital-dedukaty/308970.html
Global Ag Investing, “SEAF Morocco Growth Fund Acquires Precision Ag Startup SOWIT”
www.globalaginvesting.com/seaf-morocco-growth-fund-acquires-stake-african-precision-ag-startup-sowit/
MarocHebdo, “L'homme qui a révolutionné le digital au Maroc”
www.maroc-hebdo.press.ma/fonds-americain-capital-soscreditimmo-bachir-benslimane

Sub-Saharan Africa
The Conversation, “Entrepreneurship funds in Africa: distinguishing the good from the bad”
https://theconversation.com/entrepreneurship-funds-in-africa-distinguishing-the-good-from-the-bad-115927

Asia

L

Impact Alpha, “SEAF Backs Vietnamese Organic Food Retailer Organica”
https://impactalpha.com/seaf-backs-vietnamese-organic-food-retailer-organica/
e27, “Vietnam edtech company KYNA raises funding from SWOF and CyberAgent Capital”
https://e27.co/vietnam-edtech-company-kyna-raises-funding-from-swof-and-cyberagent-capital-20190130/

Global
Wharton Social Impact Initiative, “Project Sage 2.0: Tracking Venture
Capital With a Gender Lens”
https://socialimpact.wharton.upenn.edu/research-reports/reports-2/
project-sage-2/
Stanford Social Innovation Review, “The New Era of Refugee Investing”
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/the_new_era_of_refugee_investing
Impact Alpha, “Impact Smart Investors Need New Training, Broader Experiences and Higher Values”
https://impactalpha.com/impact-smart-investors-need-new-training-broader-experiences-and-higher-values/

Case Studies
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ADN Telecom
Increasing Access to Information

Challenge: Bridging the digital divide
Country: Bangladesh
Bangladesh has made great leaps in economic development over the past few decades increasing
the size of its GDP more than eight times between 1990 and 2018.5 The country has managed to
reduce poverty from 44% in 1991 to approximately 15% in 2017 and has experienced signiﬁcant
increases in life expectancy, literacy rates and per capita food production. However, Bangladesh
continues to lag behind in providing what some consider to be the fourth utility service after
electricity, gas and water: digital connectivity.
Despite signiﬁcant improvements stemming from government initiatives, Bangladesh has one of
the world’s lowest rates of access to the internet. The International Telecommunication Union
reported the rate of internet penetration in Bangladesh to be approximately 15% in 2017.6 This
lack of access is even more dire in rural areas, further leaving those without connectivity excluded
both socially and economically. Closing this digital divide would promote inclusion, efficiency
and innovation, which the World Bank refers to as “digital dividends.” These dividends, achieved
through the increased use of digital technologies, include development beneﬁts such as faster
economic growth, more jobs, and better services.7
In 2013, SEAF invested in ADN Telecom (ADN), a company playing a leading role in bridging the
digital divide by providing access to this indispensable utility to enable Bangladeshis to educate
and empower themselves. Today, the company is one of the largest internet service provider in
Bangladesh, with coverage in all 64 districts of the country and approximately 300 of 493
sub-districts. ADN also provides the most diverse access network in the country, oﬀering all three
mediums of ﬁber, wireless, and satellite.

World Bank. 2020 GDP growth (annual %)- Bangladesh. https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.KD.ZG?locations=BD.
International Telecommunication Union, 2020 “ITU Statistics.”
https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Pages/stat/default.aspx. This describes the share of the population in a given country that uses the internet. An
internet user is anyone who (1) has access to an Internet connection point, and (2) has the basic knowledge required to use web technology
7
World Bank, 2016 “World Development Report 2016: Digital Dividends.” https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/wdr2016.
5
6
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ADN is enhancing communication and the ability to learn and work remotely. Access to the
internet has the potential to transform the agricultural sector, a sector that employs nearly 50% of
the country’s population.8 The internet could provide farmers with access to information, inputs,
markets, ﬁnance and training. The company has already contributed to the digital
transformation and automation of the banking sector moving more toward digital inclusion.
ADN’s aﬃliates include some of the largest telecommunications ﬁrms in the world, including
Orange S.A., Tata Communications, Singtel, and BT Group, a testament to the high quality of its
services.
ADN is also working to enhance public services through its work for various government
agencies, including the country’s Primary and Mass Education Ministry, the Bangladesh
Telecommunication Regulatory Commission, the Election Commission of Bangladesh, and the
Bangladesh Board of Investment. The Bangladeshi government has established the goal of
achieving internet access for all by the country’s 50th anniversary in 2021. ADN is playing is leading
the way in private sector support for this goal, providing equitable and aﬀordable access to
broadband connectivity.

In 2019, ADN made its debut trading on the Dhaka Stock Exchange and the Chittagong Stock
Exchange capital through its Initial Public Offering to continue expanding its existing
infrastructure throughout the country.

Business is not only about capital and profit. It has some other very crucial dimensions
also. Being associated with an international name like SEAF makes our brand image
more valuable and stronger. SEAF’s technical and advisory support has been very
effective for our strategic approaches, network expansion and global operations.
The monitoring and technical assistance of SEAF’s local team helped us to be a more
compliant organization by ensuring corporate governance and implementing various
impact measurements.
- Henry Hilton, Managing Director, ADN Telecom

8
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2020. “GSARS in Asia Paciﬁc Country Series: Bangladesh.”
http://www.fao.org/asiapaciﬁc/perspectives/agricultural-statistics/global-strategy/results-in-the-region/bangladesh/en/.
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JSC Foodmart
Leading the ESG movement in Georgia

Challenge: Providing quality jobs and creating opportunities in the agricultural
value chain in underserved regions
Country: Georgia
SEAF’s Georgia Regional Development Fund (GRDF) was created in 2006 to invest in an
economy struggling with high unemployment, a credit-constrained ﬁnancial sector, and strong
dependence on businesses based in the capital, Tbilisi. The fund aimed to spur economic
development in more rural regions outside of Tbilisi by focusing on investing in SMEs in
agribusiness and tourism.
GRDF invested in the supermarket business in 2011. The following year, the SEAF Caucasus
Growth Fund invested alongside GRDF in this small chain of grocery stores. The Funds worked
together to recruit experienced managers in the industry, and within several years, this chain
was expanding its footprint and operating under the “Foodmart” brand.
Through its investment in Foodmart, SEAF aimed to improve access to quality food, expand
and improve the domestic agricultural supply chain, increase employment and contribute to
the development of the modern retail sector in Georgia. In 2015, the company acquired the
exclusive license to operate as SPAR – one of the world’s largest supermarket chains – in
Georgia. Since then, Foodmart has become one of the country’s leading food retailers.
In 2019, Foodmart became the second-largest and fastest growing supermarket chain in
the country after opening 88 new stores. The company increased its employee count over
those two years by 44%, adding 723 full-time jobs. Part of Foodmart’s growth can be
attributed to its pioneering sub-franchising model in food retail with 184 Foodmart stores and
an additional 190 sub-franchise stores.
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This model has helped over 60 independent retailers improve theier operational and financial
efficiency, enabling them to survive the increasing competition from other retailers.
Foodmart continues to deliver employment opportunities in underserved areas. The company had
2,373 full-time employees in 2019, while partnerships with independent retailers as
sub-franchisees additionally account for more than 1300 employed individuals. 65% of full-time
employees at Foodmart are female, and the chain has a 1:1 female-to-male compensation rate.
Foodmart provides its employees with various beneﬁts, including a 50% discount on ready-made
food, metro travel cards, and scholarship opportunities. The compny’s growth and success have
also beneﬁtted local suppliers, as it emphasizes locally sourced produce and prioritizes small
entrepreneurs to support their growth. In 2019 alone, the company reported a supplier network
of 683 enterprises.
Foodmart also maintains a strong sense of corporate social responsibility. The company supports
an autism research and support foundation that in 2019 contributed to the construction of Color
City, the ﬁrst national autism center in the Caucasus. Foodmart is now one of the country’s largest
taxpayers, providing signiﬁcant funds to the Georgian state budget.
Finally, Foodmart has introduced modern sustainability practices to the country’s retail sector. With
SEAF’s guidance, Foodmart has become a leader in ESG best practices, including:
100% food waste utilization (food waste is sold to animal feed producers);
100% paper and cardboard recycling;
Coordination of inbound deliveries to warehouses and outbound deliveries to stores to
reduce empty vehicle mileage and minimize Foodmart’s carbon footprint;
Introduction of biodegradable bags to Georgia;
Partnership with a gas station chain, Frego, to convert used-cooking oil into biodiesel; and
Implementing a smart building management system to decrease energy consumption.

It is an incredible achievement to have opened 100
stores in such a short space of time. We’re really
pleased with the progress here in Georgia and one of
the things we’re most proud of is that we’ve created
1,800 jobs in this market.
-David More, International Retail and Development Director
of SPAR International, at the celebration of the opening
of the company’s 100th store in Georgia
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Key stats
2,350+ employees, 1,300
employees in sub-franchisees
for a total of 3,700 employees
in the SPAR Georgia network
683 enterprises sold goods or
services to the company
44% increase in employeecount from 2018 to 2019
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Financial Access and Capital
Trade Services East Africa
(FACTS)
Financing for food security

Challenge: Leveraging innovative ﬁnancing solutions to power SME growth in East
Africa
Countries: Kenya and Uganda
A recent report from the IFC and McKinsey found that 40-60% of SMEs in Sub-Saharan Africa
have neither a loan nor an overdraft facility, resulting in a credit gap of USD 80 billion to 100
billion. SEAF portfolio company FACTS (Financial Access and Capital Trade Services East
Africa) addresses this void in supply chain financing for SMEs in Kenya, Uganda, and soon
in Tanzania.
The company specializes in providing short-term working capital to SMEs in the agribusiness
and health care sectors. In doing so, FACTS works to drive women’s economic empowerment,
as women make up 48% of the labor force in the agricultural sector and 54% in healthcare
services in the region. FACTS recognizes that innovative financial solutions are necessary to
support sectors and businesses that not only traditionally employ women but also provide
a service that alleviates obstacles to economic independence, and affordable healthcare
providers.
In 2017, SEAF provided FACTS with a convertible loan to fund its growth strategy and early
operations in Kenya and Uganda. Beyond investment, SEAF has advised FACTS on corporate
governance and business strategy, and connected FACTS to our global network.
The company continues to grow through reverse factoring payables of larger buyers of
agriproducts supplied by SME processors who urgently need cash to pay farmers for their
inputs. The company also services pharmacies, who need factored receivables from public
health programs or from the Medical Credit Fund, particularly in Uganda. As FACTS has grown,
it has upgraded its management team and is adapting its business model to local ecosystems
in order to thrive in developing economies.
To date, the company has provided USD 10.3 million in loans to suppliers, disbursed 660
loans, and provided 100% of its employees with professional development training.
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SEAF continues to support FACTS through fundraising, product development, ﬁnancial
management, and various other assistance tools.

FACTS offers products that are tailor-made for my business. The relationship is very
personalized. They helped me streamline my financials and most importantly pay my
suppliers to procure early the produce. My business model is one in which you pay the
farmers in cash and if that cash is not readily available you might lose out on the
opportunity to procure products from the farmers providing you with best quality
produce.
With the financing from FACTS, I was able to pay my suppliers on time, purchase more
supplies, and scale the business. This allowed us to explore a new B2C model in which we
opened small distribution hubs for our produce to directly reach the end consumers.
Working with FACTS has given me peace of mind to focus on the business growth.
- FACTS client Fidelis Wanjiku Njoroge, owner of Bulk Resources
Limited that buys agricultural products from 12,000
smallholder farmers

At FACTS, when financing a client for their working capital needs, we don’t ask for
traditional collateral requirements except for the genuine invoices. At the prescreening
level, we get to understand the business model of our clients, market needs and actual
financing requirements in accordance with their business cycle in terms of seasonality.
We walk the journey with the client, and ensure the financing provided creating a
multiplier effect, positively impacting both our clients directly and the smallholder
farmers indirectly, such as those in the agriculture sector.
– Lynne Mutegi, Relationship Manager, FACTS, Kenya

Key stats
USD 10.3 million loan payments to suppliers in 2019
26,000 beneﬁciaries (clients) in Kenya and 8,500 in Uganda, approximately 46% of whom are women
Average household incomes among beneﬁciaries in Kenya have grown from USD 300 to USD 350, and in Uganda
by more than USD 500
Net income per hectare has risen from USD 4,000 to USD 4,500 among beneﬁciary farmers in Kenya
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Impact Process
Impact Metrics and Data Collection
Metrics are central to the impact thesis of each SEAF portfolio company. Through the intentional
collection and analysis of these metrics, we can maximize the impact of the portfolio
company over the course of the investment. SEAF utilizes three categories of impact metrics to
measure the speciﬁc impact of each portfolio company: core, standardized, and unique.

Building Community Strength and Wealth
As one of the ﬁrst ﬁrms to consider development impact in investment outcomes, SEAF was a
pioneer in designing impact investment metrics. Due to our global operations and multisector
investment approach, we have traditionally focused on the three core impact metrics listed
below.

CORE

Applied to entire portfolio and each
portfolio company

1.

Number of Quality
Jobs Created

2.

Total Revenue
Generated

3.

Total Taxes
Paid

SEAF
Core
Impact
Metrics

STANDARDIZED

Applied to every portfolio company

UNIQUE

Applied to every portfolio company with
a speciﬁc set of uique metrics

These metrics represent the key drivers behind an SME’s community impact – human capital
development, economic growth, and government funding for public services. They are evaluated
for each investment, pre-money and post-money, and on a fund portfolio level.
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Standardized Impact Metrics
In addition to the three key metrics that remain critical to our strategy, we have adopted
standardized metrics to evaluate a larger number of criteria at both the portfolio and individual
deal level. Because we are industry agnostic, and our investments have spanned dozens of
countries, we recognize the importance of being able to compare impact data across portfolio
companies and communicate that data to our investors and our wider external audience.
As time progresses and lessons are learned, these impact metrics will continue to evolve to ensure
we stay current with the impact industry’s best practices.
The standardized metrics we collect span the following range of categories:
Employment
Measurement of the growth of quality jobs both at the portfolio company and
directly supported enterprises. A higher number of employees showcases a
greater inclusion of the population into the workforce, which in turn leads to
beneﬁts to families and other businesses in the region.
Beneficiary/Customer Demographic
Beyond simply providing opportunity to their employees, measuring which
demographics beneﬁt from a company’s product or service can reﬂect on the
reach of a company’s impact in their respective region.
Business Growth
These metrics include sales revenue, the number of products/goods sold, and
the number of suppliers and distributor organizations. These serve to measure
both the company's ﬁnancial success and the additional impact it creates
throughout the value chain.
Government/Public Impact
We work to ensure that our companies are compliant with taxes paid to their
respective local governments, allowing them to provide services and beneﬁts
to the local community.
Wages, Training, and Other Benefits for Employees
These metrics are leveraged to ensure that portfolio companies are providing
for the welfare of their workforce. Ideally, wages would keep track of or
outpace inﬂation to reduce the cost of essential services for employees and
their families. Training allows employees to continue to gain new skills and, in
turn, new opportunities within the company.
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Formalization of Business
SEAF insists that all portfolio company ﬁnancials are audited by either the
company’s Board, another formal governing body, or an independent third party
to ensure that the ﬁgures reported are credible and reﬂect the company's actual
performance.
Gender Impact
We believe that companies that provide female participation and leadership
opportunities will inherently perform better than those that do not. Women’s
economic empowerment is a crucial focus for us. Beginning in 2020, we will
employ the Gender Equality Scorecard© across all portfolio companies by tracking metrics such as the percentage of women's ownership and the proportion of
board directors who are women.

Unique Impact Metrics
In addition to using standardized metrics, SEAF also employs unique impact metrics to capture
the intricacies relevant to specific sectors and impact goals. For instance, a unique metric for a
healthcare company may be the number of patients treated; for a clean energy company, it may be
the number of emissions oﬀset. Each portfolio company is required to track a minimum of two
such unique metrics.

Impact Data Forecasting and Collection
SEAF’s dedicated Impact Team works with the investment
professionals to determine which SDGs, and corresponding
targets and indicators, align best with each new investment. We
then choose an appropriate metric (or metrics) to measure our
progress by drawing on the GIIN’s IRIS+ Catalog of metrics.
Before SEAF’s Global Investment Committee approves an
investment, fund managers are required to project the
expected impact of each metric for the coming five years. We
forecast targets for each metric on an annual basis to ensure we
are intentional and transparent regarding our impact, and can
assess performance on a continuous basis.
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SEAF’s Impact Team then circulates its impact survey to a company at the time of investment to
collect baseline information. SEAF requires that all active portfolio companies complete this
impact data survey annually until the time of exit to ensure that we can track our alignment with
the SDGs and SEAF’s core impact metrics on an ongoing basis. The Impact Team then analyzes the
survey's quantitative and qualitative responses to identify any areas that require improvement.
The local staﬀ then meets with the portfolio company to discuss any suggestions SEAF might have
to improve upon its impact.
SEAF has found it critical for local staff to be actively involved in collecting and reviewing the
impact data from companies. This helps the local team develop an understanding of the
deﬁnitions of the data indicators, how to convey the deﬁnitions to Investees; guide investees
through collection; and check for data quality. SEAF’s central management team and local oﬃces
communicate closely on impact reporting and analysis to ensure the integrity and continous
improvement of our impact measurement and management.

Photo courtesy of Kingo Energy
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Environmental, Social &
Governance (ESG) Activities
At SEAF, we strive to invest in and develop companies that are committed to their communities
across all levels. From oﬀering safe and decent employment, to acting with integrity and
transparency, and serving as environmental stewards, SEAF portfolio companies are expected
to go above and beyond their peers to demonstrate their desire to contribute toward
sustainable growth and prosperity.
SEAF’s Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) policy is to ensure to the best of its abilities
that its portfolio companies are environmentally and socially sound. The policy is applied across
the full investment cycle, beginning with an extensive due diligence process and continuing
through active, collaborative management. Our practices are aligned with the Operating
Principles for Impact Management. The SEAF ESG program was built on the International
Finance Corporation’s (IFC) Performance Standards and is continually updated to ensure that
we remain leaders in impact investing.
The central tenet of SEAF’s ESG program is active management: ensuring that our companies
remain committed to ESG through positive practices. However, SEAF closely tailors its ESG policies
to the speciﬁc needs of each portfolio company. In order to implement an effective ESG
program, companies must mitigate any adverse effects of their operations, such as improving
environmental impacts, while promoting positive programs as well as improving labor
practices and tackling governance issues.
ESG policies are valuable to both SEAF and SEAF portfolio companies for the following reasons:
Align with our social mission and demonstrate our commitment to ESG improvements
Improve access to capital, as environmental and social monitoring is becoming a standard
for international ﬁnancial institutions
Demonstrate our ability to adapt to and utilize innovative sustainability techniques
Reduce legal, operational, and ﬁnancial risks of SEAF investments
Improve access to markets with strong environmental regulations (e.g., European Union)
Improve perceptions among host countries and investors
Attract strategic investors at exit
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As ESG grows in importance at SEAF, and throughout the entire investment industry, standards will
increase. Investment managers will need to be prepared to enhance their programs to keep up
with their peers and apply best practices to ensure their companies meet the evolving demands of
an inclusive economy.

Apart from capital, SEAF has introduced corporate governance and actively
monitored ESG issues in FM’s factory, which have reduced the risk and
added value to our business. With SEAF’s active collaboration, FM has been
able to develop its accounting and reporting system and other policies.
- Md. Gazi Tauhidur Rahman, Managing Director of FMP,
a SEAF Bangladesh Ventures portfolio company
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SEAF’s Active Funds
SEAF Bangladesh Ventures
Geography

SDGs

Bangladesh

Committed Capital
USD 70 million

Fund Focus
Invest in a high-growth emerging market with a high demographic dividend and
rapidly improving human and physical capital
Designed as part of the IFC’s SME Ventures Program to support risk
capital ﬁnancing in underserved emerging markets
Received a follow-on commitment of USD 10 million for strategic
investments in climate resilience planning and implementation
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SEAF South Balkan Fund
Geography
Macedonia

Committed Capital
EUR 13 million

Montenegro

Serbia

SDGs

Fund Focus
Address the lack of essential ﬁnancing small businesses needed to expand
following the dissolution of Yugoslavia
Build greater unity among neighboring nations through economic partnerships,
including cross-national joint ventures
Introduce management best practices

SEAF India Agribusiness Fund
Geography
India

Committed Capital

SDGs

USD 41.8 million

Fund Focus
Apply SEAF’s global agribusiness experience and extensive sector knowledge to
generate substantial, sustainable growth in dynamic Indian agribusinesses
Take advantage of India’s large amounts of arable land, growing domestic
demand for quantity and variety of consumed food, and favorable policy environment
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SEAF Caucasus Growth Fund
Geography
Georgia

Committed Capital
USD 40 million

SDGs

Fund Focus
Support the Caucuses in the transition away from Communism by partnering
with local entrepreneurs to promote domestic growth, economic independence
and stability
Promote transparency in private sector development and poverty alleviation

Serbia Impact Fund
Geography
Serbia

Committed Capital

SDGs

EUR 4.5 million

Fund Focus
Invest in a market with a reform-minded government and high levels of human
capital
Address macroeconomic imbalances remaining from the Global Financial Crisis,
including high youth unemployment and regional income disparities
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SEAF Macedonia II Fund
Geography
North Macedonia

Committed Capital

SDGs

EUR 3.65 million

Fund Focus
Launched in partnership with Macedonia2025, a group of successful members
of the North Macedonian Diaspora committed to improving the entrepreneurial
environment, economic development, and education in North Macedonia
Support SMEs, which account for 98% of active companies in the country,
through ﬁnancial and advisory means to decrease joblessness and promote
growth

SEAF Flex Fund
Geography
Global Emerging and Frontier Markets

Committed Capital

SDGs

USD 7 million

Fund Focus
Customizable investment opportunity for investors to target regions or themes
they seek to impact
Identify companies with capacity and direction for growth while allowing the
fund the ﬂexibility to avoid regions or countries facing economic headwinds
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SEAF Morocco Growth Fund
Geography
Morocco

Committed Capital
USD 22 million

SDGs

Fund Focus
Empower innovators, particularly in emerging and tech-enabled sectors, while
promoting economic empowerment
Create value by taking advantage of Morocco’s strategic geographic location,
political stability, and recent government-enacted reforms, as well as the
country’s young and educated population and returned diaspora

SEAF Caribbean SME Growth Fund
Geography
English-speaking countries of the
Caribbean Common Market (CARICOM)

Committed Capital
USD 40 million

SDGs

Fund Focus
Provide growth capital and technical assistance to help develop a new
generation of entrepreneurs
Improve regional trade and development, increase exports and import
substitution, and increase the availability of jobs within the region
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